Español uno:
jueves
5-28

On Quizlet, practice chapter 5 vocabulary for at least 20 minutes using your preferred study activity:
https://quizlet.com/_8fn79d?x=1jqt&i=gcer5

viernes
5-29

Download the powerpoint attached to this week’s assignment, “Slippy quiere jugar al fútbol.” See if you
can figure out what the gist of the story is about using just your vocabulary list, the powerpoint, and your
notes. Then, log into Textivate and read this week’s Slippy story and check to see if you were right.

lunes
6-1

martes
6-2

miércoles
6-3

https://www.textivate.com/sequence-3mlln1
Today, practice for Tuesday’s vocabulary battle against Shaw with Chapter 5 vocabulary:
https://www.gimkit.com/play/5ecf6004aa0a010022017c0b
I started you with $1,000 again so you can buy powerups and reach the goal faster.
Review the Slippy story for this week on Textivate and complete the sequence of 3 activities:
https://www.textivate.com/sequence-3mlln1
OPTIONAL CLASS CHALLENGE: On Tuesday at 10:00 AM, join us for a competitive game! The game will
either be gimkit, quizizz, or kahoot. Details on the game, including a link to both the game and a zoom
meeting to join the live commentary fun, will be posted on Teams by 10:15 on Tuesday morning. I am
pretty sure Sra. Lawhead and the kids at Shaw will join us, too! We will be practicing with chapter 4
vocabulary, e-i stem changing verbs in present and preterite stem-changing verbs.
In your textbooks, review the vocabulary presented on pages 162-163. Practice trying to say all the
sentences and vocabulary out loud. Feel free to use Google Translate if you don’t understand a phrase.
If you would like to hear the vocabulary, download the attached PDF of the chapter- it has audio
embedded in the text that you can click on.

Español dos:
jueves
5-28
viernes
5-29
lunes
6-1

martes
6-2

In your textbooks, look over the chapter 5 vocabulary for patron saint celebrations and day of the dead on
pages 138-139. Practice trying to say all the sentences and vocabulary out loud. Feel free to use Google
Translate if you don’t understand a phrase. If you would like to hear the vocabulary, download the
attached PDF of the chapter- it has audio embedded in the text that you can click on.
In your textbooks, look over the chapter 5 vocabulary for Christmas/Three Kings’ Day and Hanukkah on
pages 142-143. Practice trying to say all the sentences and vocabulary out loud. Feel free to use Google
Translate if you don’t understand a phrase. If you would like to hear the vocabulary, download the
attached PDF of the chapter- it has audio embedded in the text that you can click on.
Practice for tomorrow’s Shaw/Glover/Garry vocabulary battle royale on Gimkit:
https://www.gimkit.com/play/5ecf739daa0a01002201948b
I have set a time limit for this one so that it will time you out after 25 minutes if you are struggling with
either accuracy or finding an effective strategy. Play until you reach $500,000 in the game or it times out
and tells you that you’re done.
Study 20 your Chapter 5 vocabulary for 20 minutes.

OPTIONAL CLASS CHALLENGE: On Tuesday at 10:30 AM, , join us for a competitive game! The game will
either be gimkit, quizizz, or kahoot. Details on the game, including a link to both the game and a zoom
meeting to join the live commentary fun, will be posted on Teams by 10:15 on Tuesday morning. I am
pretty sure Sra. Lawhead and the kids at Shaw will join us, too! We will be practicing review to this point
from the whole year. A practice version of the game we will play will be posted over the weekend.
miércoles Re-read the chapter vocabulary presentations on pages 138-139 and 142-143. Notice the new verb forms
6-3
that end in -aba and -ía. These are the imperfect tense, the other past tense in Spanish.
Work through the textivate sequence about the imperfect here: https://www.textivate.com/sequence8mlln1

